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CUSHY CLOUD SET-UP INSTRUCTIONS

@jaxxliving

To clean, remove the cover, machine-wash cold with 
mild detergent and hang dry. Do not wash the inner liner.

Unroll plastic film. Do not cut open or 
remove protective liner.

Flip & knead the foam to introduce air 
back into the micro-cushions.

Micro-cushions will take 24 hours or more 
to fully expand but the cover can be applied 

after 20 minutes.

Match the seams of the cover and 
liner and zip closed. Enjoy!

OPTIONAL: Use a paper clip to open the 
childproof zipper to add or remove 

foam from the liner.

Confirm that the childproof zipper pull 
has been removed.

Q: I opened my bean bag and it still has some hard clumps in the foam, is this normal?

A: Your foam bag may take 24-48 hours to fully expand from its compressed packaging. Regular flipping 
and fluffing will help introduce air back into the foam and release any lumps.

Q: My bean bag is too firm for me, can I remove foam to make it softer?

A: Yes you can. While your foam bag should be perfect right out of the box, some customers may choose 
to remove some foam to make the product sink in more. To remove foam, insert a paperclip into the 
zipper head on the inner liner. Be ready with a large bag and plastic scoop / cup to scoop up the foam. 
Hold up the liner around the zipper and slowly zip open. Scoop out a small amount of foam / as desired. 
When done, zip the liner back up, put the cover back on and enjoy!

Q: My bean bag has gotten kind of hard, it’s not as soft as it used to be.

A: Fluff regularly for the softest seat around! Whenever your bean bag needs it, flip it on to one side, push 
the foam down and around a bit to fluff it back up. Regular fluffing and flipping helps keep your product 
as comfy as possible. Enjoy!

Vendor: ONUP
RTG SKUs: 38219451, 38219437, 38219449, 38219463


